Abstract-Existing machine learning methods for classification of DNA sequence achieve good results, but these methods try to express a DNA sequences as discrete multi-dimensional vector, so when the length of the sequences in the DNA sequence database is not fixed or there exists some omitted characters, these methods can not be used directly. In this paper, we define the new support and growth rate of support to find the frequent emerging patterns from DNA sequence database, and present a classification algorithm FESP based on the frequent emerging sequence patterns. The frequent emerging sequence patterns keep the information provided by the order of bases in gene sequences and can catch interaction among bases. FESP algorithm applies classification rules that are constructed by frequent emerging sequence patterns of each class to classify the new DNA sequences. This method can work on sequences with different lengths or omitted character and shows good performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the Human Genome Project started in 1990, DNA sequence data containing hundreds of millions of base pairs and tens of thousands of protein structures have been determined. The generation of large amount of biological sequence data promoted the birth of bioinformatics, which makes people seek various kinds of ways and means only to obtain knowledge they need from the massive biological sequence data and to reveal the nature of various biological phenomena. Study of classification of biological sequences has been developed for more than 10 years and has achieved some progress. Especially, the introduction of Support Vector Machine (SVM) these years greatly improves the classification precision [1] . But most of the existing classification methods including support vector machines express DNA sequences as some discrete value or multi-dimensional vectors, ignore the order of the sequences and interaction among amino acids. In addition, when length of sequences in the DNA sequence database is not fixed or there exists some base omitted, these methods based on multi-dimensional vectors can not be used directly.
Association rule mining is to find all rules that meet specified minimum support threshold and minimum confidence threshold by thorough searching. During association rule mining, computational complexity and the number of rules grow up exponentially, and the minimum support become the key to control the growth. As research on the association rules being further, the researching focus has turned from improving the efficiency of association rule mining to using association rules for practical problems. Here, Classification based on association rules is a useful attempt, and CBA [2] and CMAR [3] are representatives of such algorithms. A common characteristic of these methods is using frequent patterns to express the relation among attributes or features of samples. If some attributes or attribute set of some samples appear frequently, we think the attributes or attribute set can be used to describe the common character of these samples, that is, there is a strong correlation between the attributes or attribute set and these samples. In 1999, Dong and Li present a concept of Emerging Pattern in paper [4] . Different from frequent pattern with the support greater than a minimum threshold, the support of emerging pattern increases significantly from one class to another class. Hereafter, in paper [7] they present a genetic data classification method using a particular jumping pattern only appearing in one class. In this paper, we propose a new emerging pattern based gene data classification method. This method try to choose emerging patterns involved in classification according to the differentia in frequency of patterns appearing in different classes and then construct classification rules. Compared with Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Neural Network, emerging pattern based classification rules can catch interaction among bases and provide a clear description for causal relationship between bases and functions, so it is easy to understand.
II. FEATURE SELECTION
Gene sequence data set is a mixed set consisting of signals from various biological senses, so there is in a mass of noise. Moreover, high dimensional feature lead to the case that there are only small part of fragments in large number of gene sequences related to the category of samples. Therefore, we have to do feature selection before the implementation of the classification algorithm on the gene sequence data in order to pick up fragments most related to classification and reduce the dimension of feature gene, which may lead to more concise classification rules and improve the efficiency of classification.
Problem of feature selection can be viewed as an optimization problem. Its searching space is all possible feature subsets, which means the scale of its searching space is
where m is the number of features in original feature set and k is the scale of feature set to be selected.
For high-dimensional feature spaces of gene sequences, many feature selection methods of machine learning are no longer applicable. Then, the assumption of feature independence is usually used to simplify the problem, aiming at save some time by giving up a little quality. Therefore, feature selection methods used for highdimensional gene sequences are quite easy, compared to machine learning methods.
The general feature selection methods for gene sequence aim at evaluate each original feature using evaluation functions. Each one of the features is evaluated separately to calculate the score. The steps of feature selection based on evaluation functions can be summarized as follows: 1) Initially, the feature set contains all original features. 2) To calculate the value of evaluation function for each feature in the feature set.
3) To sort the values of evaluation functions for all features.
4) To choose the top k features (k is the number of features we need) as the feature subset. There is not a good solution to ascertain the specific number of features to be selected. We can give an initial value and then gradually adjust it along with the experimental testing and according to the statistical results to find the best value.
For gene sequences divided into different classes, the feature evaluation function can refer to the existing methods in text feature selection, such as Information Gain (IG), Cross Entropy (CE), Mutual Information (MI) and χ 2 statistic [7] . 
O is the number of samples which are in C j class and whose feature x equal to A i ; R i is the number of samples whose feature x equal to A i in D; N j is the number of samples in C j class and
The value produced by χ 2 statistic function describes the importance degree of the feature to specifical class. To evaluate the importance of a feature to the whole sample set, we have to synthetically consider the importance of the feature to each class and assign the global score to be the average value of the χ 2 statistic function of the feature to each class. The specific formula is as follows: The current sequence pattern mining research is carried out from two aspects: First, find the repeat patterns in a single sequence. In sequence mining, the repeat pattern is the continuous sub-sequence that occurs frequently in a sequence. As the needs of evolution, biology may own a large number of replication sequence fragments that are replicated by themselves. Perhaps the functions of these repeats fragments are unknown, but all have important biological significance. Second, mining the conservative frequent patterns in a biological sequence set that is composed of multiple biological sequences. Although nature has undergone millions of years of biological evolution, but some fragments in biological sequences play a more important role for biological survival, thus showing relative stability during the evolution, which is conservative. Such as some conservative sequence patterns of protein family plays a key role for the protein structure and function.
Frequent Emerging Sequence Patterns based classification algorithm (FESP) proposed in this paper is intent to classify the DNA sequences in DNA sequences database using the emerging patterns based associative classification frame. For the particularity of DNA sequences data, the existing associative classification algorithms, such as CBA [2] , CMAR [3] , ARC-BC [5] and CAEP [6] , can not be used directly. We have to give some necessary definitions and do some transformations. The two main transformations are as follows: (1) Different from the traditional definition of frequent itemsets and emerging patterns, taking into account that four characters ATCG of DNA sequences are arranged in order, the adopted emerging sequence patterns can keep the order of the items instead of emerging patterns.
(2) In order to reduce the number of classification rules, we choose the emerging sequence patterns which have stronger classification ability to construct classification rules that is adopting the frequent emerging sequence patterns, which is frequent in a single sequence and the support growth of which in the whole data set is greater than the given threshold.
Like the classical classification algorithms, frequent emerging sequence patterns based classification algorithm also includes two stages of training and classification. In the training stage, the frequent emerging sequence patterns are mined according to the userspecified constraints and then use the frequent emerging sequence patterns to construct the classification rule set. In the classification stage, we use the classification rule set obtained in the training stage to classify the new DNA sequences.
A. Basic Terms and related research Definition 1 Classification rule
Assume y k is a particular subsequence of DNA sequences set D, C={C 1 ,C 2 ,…,C c } is the set of category label, the classification rule is an implication as following form:
y k ⇒ C i (4) here y k is called rule antecedent, C i is called rule consequent, and the class C i indicated by the consequent of rule is called the target class.
The support and confidence measure of classification rule based on frequent itemsets must greater than the given minimum support threshold and minimum confidence threshold, respectively.
According to the different engendering methods of the frequent itemsets used to construct the classification rules, association classification can be divided into two categories: global association classification and local association classification [4] . Global association classification (as shown in Fig.1 ) obtains frequent itemsets from whole training set, and the class label becomes an item of frequent itemset. Local association classification (as shown in Fig. 2 ) mines the frequent itemsets in each class and constructs the classification rules through these frequent itemsets. This process is so simple that we only need to consider the frequent itemsets of each class as the antecedent and consider the class label as the consequent.
B. FESP algorithm
We adopt the local method (as shown in Fig. 2 ) to building the classification rules. Frequent Emerging Sequence Patterns based Classification Algorithm (FESP) proposed in this paper is intent to classify the DNA sequences in DNA sequences database on the association classification frame. Of course, for the particularity of DNA sequences data, the existing association classification algorithms, such as CBA [2] , CMAR [3] , ARC-BC [5] and CAEP [6] , can not be used directly. We have to give some necessary definitions and do some transformations. The two main transformations are as follows:
(i) Different from the traditional definition of frequent itemsets, taking into account that four characters ATCG of DNA sequences are arranged in order, the adopted emerging sequence patterns to building classification rules can keep the order of the characters instead of disorderly emerging patterns.
(ii) In order to reduce the number of classification rules, choose the frequent emerging sequence patterns that have stronger classification ability to construct classification rules. The frequent emerging sequence pattern is frequent in a single sequence and its support growth is greater than the given threshold among the different classes.
Like the classical classification algorithms, the Frequent Emerging Sequence Patterns based Classification Algorithm also includes two stages of training and classification. In the training stage, we mine frequent emerging sequence patterns according to the user-specified constraints and then use the frequent emerging sequence patterns to construct the classification rule set. In the classification stage, we use the classification rule set obtained in the training stage to classify the new DNA sequences.
1) Training phase
Generally speaking, the frequent sequence patterns contain three types: The first is the repeating patterns in biological sequences. Such sequence pattern frequently appears in the same sequence. As the needs of biological evolution, a lot of repeating patterns are produced through the self-replicating of subsequence fragment; The second is the sequence patterns which frequently appear in a sequences set. The emergence of such patterns is due to existence of conserved segments in biological sequences, which has a crucial role for biological survival and shows the relatively stable characteristics during evolution. The third is the sequence patterns which frequently appear both in a single sequence and in several sequences of a sequence set. Xiong and Zhu [8] pointed out that the three patterns are important, any individual pattern may contain only incomplete biological information.
These three definitions of frequent sequence patterns are all based on the distribution of sequence patterns in a single sequence or in several sequences of a sequence set, without consideration of the different distribution of sequence patterns in different sequence sets. For different frequent sequence patterns having different classification ability, classification ability of subsequences only appearing in one class is obviously greater than that of subsequences appearing in all classes. Therefore, we have to choose subsequences with greater classification ability in all frequent subsequences, which we call frequent emerging sequence patterns. The definition of frequent sequence patterns in a single sequence is as follows. We can see from the definition 4, the greater the growth rate for y k in class C i is, the greater the difference between the support of y k in class C i and the support of y k in other classes will be, and thus the stronger the recognition ability of y k for class C i is. Therefore, the pattern y k is appropriate to construct classification rules.
We name frequent sequence patterns with the top k greatest growth rate in class C i as frequent emerging sequence patterns (FESP). Because the frequent emerging sequence pattern is a DNA sequence segment that meets a certain threshold, and is important to reflect the structure of DNA sequences, it can be used to express the characteristics of sequence or identify the new sequence. The more a sequence contains the frequent emerging sequence patters in a category, the greater the likelihood it belongs to this category. Therefore, the classification rules y k ⇒C i are constructed by frequent emerging sequence pattern y k as the antecedent and the class label C i of y k as the consequent.
Definition 5 Rule confidence
Let y k be a frequent emerging sequence pattern in class
The greater the confidence of classification rule y k ⇒C i is, the greater the degree of pattern y k appearing in class C i is and the more possible DNA sequences containing y k belonging to class C i is. If the confidence is 100%, pattern y k appears only in class C i and its classification ability is the strongest. For any one of the sequences to be classified, there may be more than one coverage rules pointing to different target classes. Then how can we classify them according to these coverage rules? The association classification algorithm CBA adopts the coverage rule with the highest priority to classify new samples to be classified, completely ignoring other coverage rules of them. ARC considers all the coverage rules of the samples to classify. Firstly, the sum of confidence with the same target class is computed and the label of the new sample is assigned to the target class which has the greatest confidence sum [3] .
Definition 7 Class confidence Probability of sequence Y m belonging to class C i is the confidence sum of coverage rules of class C i . We define the confidence sum as class confidence of Y m belonging to class C i that is
where l is the number of rules covering sequence Y m and R i is the rules set covering sequence Y m in class C i .
Ⅳ EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We adopt the HS3D ( Homo Sapiens Splice Sites Dataset) [9] as the experimental data set, which includes 2231 sequences together and is divided into 3 groups by the positions of DNA sequence fragments, as follows:
The 1 Fig.3 shows the number of frequent sequence patterns based on different minimum support thresholds. We may find that with the minimum support threshold increases, the number of frequent sequence patterns becomes less obviously. Fig.4 shows the classification results of FESP based on different minimum support thresholds. Here k=all means that we choose all frequent sequence patterns to construct classification rules, while k=the best mean to achieve the highest accuracy with the best k, such as the best k is 300 and 60 respectively when min_S=0.03 and min_S=0.04 , that means to adopt frequent sequence patterns with top 300 or 60 greatest growth rate to construct classification rules. Through comparing the left and right diagrams of Fig.4 , we can see that it doesn't mean the more the frequent sequence patterns used for constructing classification rules are, the better the results are. Only selecting some of the frequent sequence patterns with greater growth rates shows better performance than choosing all frequent sequence patterns to construct classification rules, and it results in higher classification precision, its accuracy has an improvement of more than 30%. The right diagram of Fig.4 shows the best results of different k on different minimum support threshold. We may find that as the minimum support threshold becomes lower, the classification accuracy of FESP obviously increases. Fig.5 shows classification accuracy using different number of emerging patterns to construct classification rules when the minimum support threshold is 0.03. From Fig.5 , we found that the classification (6) Y is assigned into the class with the greatest class confidence Ω.
A. Experiments of FESP
accuracy increases with the number of emerging patterns increasing at first, but when classification accuracy reach a maximum 0.645004（when k=300）, it begins to fall. It is similar at other minimum support thresholds. This shows that using only a small amount of sequence patterns with the highest growth rate to construct classification rules may not be necessarily to get the best results. It is because too few patterns lead to too few classification rules produced, which makes sequences to be classified not be covered by any rules and thus can not be classified. Instead, if we choose too many sequence patterns, some sequence patterns with low growth rate (even 0) may be used for constructing classification rules, which interferes the evaluation of classification. That is to say, some sequence patterns with low growth rate have great rule confidences which play a major role in classification.
B. Experiments of FESP algorithm based on feature selection
If we consider each base of DNA sequences in HS3D as a feature, then we can use χ 2 statistic to measure all features in HS3D and sort the scores descending, and consequently the continuous features with the highest scores can be regarded as the sequence fragments with the strongest classification ability in the data set. For the data set HS3D, we get 8 continuous features with the highest scores, from the 28 th to the 35 th features. By selecting the 28 th to the 35 th bases of all sequences in HS3D training set and testing set, we obtain 8-lengthed training subset with 1000 samples and testing subset with 1231 samples. Table 3 shows the classification results for the subset of HS3D. Comparing Fig.3 and Fig.4 , we may find that after feature selection, the classification accuracy is obviously improved although length of sequences was reduced to 8. This also shows that in every DNA sequence, different sequence fragments contain different information, so by sequence fragments obtained by feature selection we can not only improve the classification ability but also reduce the scale of data sets and thus improve classification efficiency. 
C. Classification experiments of FESP on sequences with different lengths
In order to test the classification results of FESP on sequences with different lengths or on sequences with some characters missing, we randomly adopt several sequences in HS3D and cut off their last 1 to 6 characters. Experimental results of classification on the modified dataset are shown in Fig.6 . From Fig.6 , we know that no matter the unequal lengths data set are produced by the training data or testing data, FESP can still implement the classification task and the accuracy of classifying the data set with different lengths or omitted characters is not obvious change.Feature selection for sequences with different lengths can be implemented by adding some common characters to build sequences with equal length.
V. CONCLUSION
Compared with Support Vector Machine (SVM) [10] [11] and Neural Network, frequent emerging sequence pattern based classification algorithm shows the following advantages: (1)the algorithm keep the information provided by the order of bases in gene sequences for sequence classes and apply the information to classify new sequence; (2) the algorithm can catch interaction among bases and provide a clear description for causal relationship between DNA functions, so it is easy to understand; (3) when length of sequences in the DNA sequence database is not fixed or there exists some omitted base, the algorithm can be used directly without any modification; (4) some fragments of gene sequences carry more information of classes, the feature selection methods can find out these fragments, and experiments show that only using these fragments for classifying can achieve a higher accuracy.
